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Chairwoman’s Letter 

 

Dear members 

After a fairly dismal August, I am writing this in hot sunshine. Long may 
it last! It reminds me that some Septembers ago, we went to Oban in 
the west of Scotland for a week and they used to say of the weather 
there that if you can see the Isle of Kerrera it’s about to rain and if you 
can’t, it is raining. I would also add that the cloud of midgies that have 
taken over your eye sockets are also an impediment. 

Additionally, in Oban, it was 13 degrees centigrade (almost enough to 
make an open water swimmer forgo her daily dip) as well as hurling it 
down, whilst in Cambridge – not forty miles from my home at the time – 
it was 30 degrees centigrade. But warm weather isn’t everything, and I 
would wager the streets of Cambridge were a-throng with tourists and 
virtually impassable. 

Is Barney the new Cambridge? It has been fair throbbing this summer 
too; ice cream parlours have never had it so good. 

So how will it be as we approach autumn? There is lots to enjoy in each 
other’s company. The wine group’s latest jaunt around the western    
vineyards is a testament to that. And we have some extra workshops 
and the re-emergence of groups to look forward to. The iPad Group, 
Photography Group, the Lunch Group are all starting to meet, putting a 
cautious toe in the still-not-quite-sure-about-this territory that is post-
lockdown life. 

As always we are really keen for members to get involved in the         
organisation as movers and shakers. Celia and I would dearly love 
some editorial support for the Forum, many a group convenor would be    
grateful for a break and some technical support at monthly meetings 
would be much appreciated. 

If you have a hankering to belong to, or start, another group, let’s hear 
about it and see how many others have always wanted to exercise their 
curiosity genes and to learn alongside you. 

 

Wishing you all well 

Annie 
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It’s Your Forum 
  

Editors: Annie Clouston & Celia Chapple. This month’s editor is Celia. 
e-mail: forumeditor@teesdaleu3a.org.uk 
phone: Annie 01833 637091 Celia 07783 419067 
Both editors receive all contributions and share the email account: 
forumeditor@teesdaleu3a.org.uk 
  
DEADLINE FOR CONTRIBUTIONS for the next edition: 
 

Thursday 14 October 
 

If we do not acknowledge a contribution by email this is probably      
because we haven’t seen it. Please ring us if we have not         
acknowledged receipt within 48 hours. 
Handwritten/typed contributions can be left in the Messages section of 
the U3A file in The Witham café. Please phone to let us know if you 
have left a contribution in this file. 
If you want to receive a copy of the Forum but cannot make it to the 
monthly meeting, you can acquire one by: 
  
 Viewing it online on Teesdale u3a website at  

 teesdaleu3a.org.uk/forum 

 Sending us some SAEs and we shall post them to you each 
month 

 Asking a friend to collect one for you at the meeting. The cost is 
£2 on a ‘first come first served’ basis. 

 Collecting a back copy from the U3A file in The Witham café & 
shop, the library or TCR Hub. 

 
 
The Forum is a place for you to share and keep in touch with other 
members, so please send in your group reports, stories, recipes, your 
subject articles and research, or something entertaining to make us 
laugh. Please limit submissions to about 1 page or 400 words and 1 
photo, and send them to the Forum Editor at: 
forumeditor@teesdaleu3a.org.uk 
 

Next Forum deadline for contributions: Thursday 14 October 

teesdaleu3a.org.uk/forum
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 MONTHLY MEETINGS AT THE WITHAM ARE BACK! 
Meetings assemble from 10.00am for a prompt start at 10.30am 

Tickets are no longer required so please come along. 
 

Guests are welcome to attend one of our meetings as a ‘taster’ before 
deciding whether to join. Children under 18 are NOT  allowed to      
partake in group activities as guests, as they would not be covered by 
our  insurance. 

Thursday 23 September Speaker: David Edwards  Being a Ranger 
in the Grand Canyon. 

David Edwards speaks on travel, the environment and geography.  He 
has a great talent for engaging the audience from the start with his   
vivid and humorous storytelling which together with his beautiful     
photography illustrates his adventures and experiences so well. 

He last visited us four years ago when his lecture was Surviving     
Montserrat.  He happened to be on the island for the unexpected   
eruption.  This time he will speak on being a ranger in The Grand   
Canyon - one of his most popular lectures. 
 

Thursday 28 October Stephen Brenkley 

Stephen is a local man who started his career writing match reports for 
the Evening Dispatch as a 14 year old. He then went on to be cricket 
correspondent of the Independent on Sunday. He has spent 4 years 
researching and writing his book, Small Town, Big Dreams - The life 
and times of Barnard Castle Cricket Club. The book is about more than 
the history of the club; it's also about social history and club history. 
 

Thursday 25 November 2021 Michael Leach  

Michael is an author, speaker and wildlife photographer. An excellent 
communicator, his talks cover a variety of topics including the traditions 
of Christmas and his travels and experience as a wildlife photographer. 
He has worked for TV wildlife programs including with Sir David       
Attenborough. 

August’s speaker, David Bell: The Plague Doctor 

David Bell was advertised as the Plague Doctor. He is not in fact a 
doctor, but a retired civil servant, and his talk was about the the Great 
Plague of the 1600s and the effect on the Derbyshire village of Eyam, 
where David is currently living.  

The diarist, Samuel Pepys, played a major role in David’s story. David 
was assisted in his demonstrations by a colourful, blow up, life sized 
Samuel Pepys model, dressed in 17th century clothes. The model had 
a urinary tract infection, a bladder stone and constipation.  
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With the help of a cucumber, some rusty tools, including a large rusty 
nail, he demonstrated how a bladder stone might have been removed in 
the 1600s. To help the healing process apparently, Pepys’ surgeon 
used a broken egg, bird’s feathers and finally a hot flat iron to cauterise 
the wound. This graphic description brought tears to the eyes of many 
men in the audience. 

To treat haemeroids, David employed a bamboo cane, a bunch of red 
grapes and a plastic leech. There was much shuffling in the audience 
during this description. Pepys had recalled that his doctor needed to be 
drunk and that 4 stout assistants were required to hold patients down. 

David finished with the harrowing story of Matthew Morton and his     
family who lived on the site in Eyam now occupied by David Bell and his 
wife. To avoid the spread of the plague, the local vicar, William 
Mompesson, had advised his parishioners to stay in the village and not 
to mix or meet in public. Subsequently, Matthew had to cope not only 
with the death of his 2 children and then his wife but had to bury them 
himself in the garden. It was later discovered that the vicar had sent his 
own 2 children to Sheffield before speaking to his parishioners. There 
were some parallels here with our own situation during the pandemic 
and we were left feeling grateful for the NHS. The talk also provided 
some much needed entertainment after long periods of lockdown. 

The vote of thanks was given by Elizabeth Gott. 

Ian Reid 

 

New Local History Book Publication 

Following a Teesdale Mercury article on 25 
August, Ruth Stables gives us some          
information about a new book, Who           
Discovered the Teesdale Rarities, by Frank 
Horsman. Ruth already has a copy and says 
it is as much about local history as the    
Teesdale rarities. 

The Village Bookshop at Middleton-in-
Teesdale has some copies at £19. There is a 
limited print run so they may run out  quickly. 

According to the Teesdale Mercury, you can 
also order directly: 

email: frankhorsman306@gmail.com    

£19 plus £3.20 post and packaging. 

  

mailto:frankhorsman306@gmail.com
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Weekend Workshops  
  

Saturday 16 October 2-5pm at The Witham 
Embroidery 

Led by Janet Sweeting and Elaine Hicks 
Please contact chair@teesdaleu3a.org.uk or phone 01833 637091 to 

book a place 
 

What is Embroidery? It is a technique using a needle and thread to em-
bellish any textile surface either man-made or natural or whether it is in 
2D or 3D. Who embroiders? Over the years both men and women have 
been involved in the design and implementation of this wonderful hobby 
and professional occupation. 

No piece of material should ever be considered redundant because with 
a needle and a length of thread wonders can be created. Sumptuous cre-
ations can be made from very little and with the colour palette of threads 
something gentle or vibrant will develop. 

Elaine Hicks and Janet Sweeting will be holding 2 taster workshops for 
those of you who would like to learn more. In October, we shall make a 
greetings card and in November (date to be announced) we shall make a 
small picture. 

Please bring some sewing needles and threads and your scissors. There 
will be materials available to buy for a small donation.  

The first 8 applicants will be placed on the course and if necessary we’ll 
create a waiting list. 

We look forward to seeing you. Elaine & Janet 

 
  

Saturday 20 November** 7pm  Astronomy at  
Grassholme Observatory 

£18 per person.  Limited to 20 people. 
Please contact Sue Overton to book a place: 

sueoverton@hotmail.com 
 

**The November visit is fully subscribed; however, please express 
your interest by emailing Sue as she is making a reserve list for  
cancellations and if it is heavily oversubscribed, she can arrange a 
second session/date. 

 
SAVE THE DATE 

Saturday 11 December (to be confirmed) 
Christmas Wreath Making  
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Gardening Group Report by Sue Holmes 

18 months after our last trip (can anyone remember Wallington Hall and 
the crocus lawn?) we were on the road again, and with grateful thanks 
to our driver, Steven, I don’t know what he said but we were given an 
escort with all the flashing lights, through a road closure to arrive at   
Beningbrough Hall.  

The House, inspired by Italianate baroque style and completed in 1716, 
now houses exhibitions of contemporary and historic art. Currently on 
display was The Art of Wellbeing. As we are a gardening group not art 
appreciation, I make no comment on the art works. 

The eight acres of formal gardens are broken into quite different areas: 
the Pergola, next to the restaurant, created by Andy Sturgeon the well-
known creator of several Chelsea gardens; the formal gardens nearest 
the house, west being boldest and brightest colours whilst the east cool 
pastels to sit and watch the fish. The double border packed both sides 
with plants creating year-round interest and a corridor for bees and   
butterflies, leading on to the wildlife area currently planted with         
wildflowers until such time as the formal plan continues. The walled  
garden is, as would have been in times gone by, very productive, a wide 
range of vegetables grown by traditional methods being used in the   
restaurant.  And the over 90 varieties of fruit had to be seen to be      
believed. Beningbrough is holding an apple harvest for five days to    
celebrate the apple, talks, tasting and displays.    

In the hope that some semblance of normality has returned, here are 
some dates for your diary. 

Stainton Village Hall 1.45pm for 2pm. 

1 October ‘21  - Sarah Hopps, writer, broadcaster. Sensory Gardens 

5 November ’21 - Keeley Metcalfe. Design for year-round interest. 

3 December ’21  - Coach Trip to Castle Howard 

Step through the wardrobe into a magical adventure, an ice spell has 
been cast on this mystical land where it is always winter, but will   
Christmas spirts be restored and will warmth and joy return? Christmas 
in Narnia at Castle Howard.  Details to follow. 

January ’22 - No Meeting 

4 February ’22 - Jill Cunningham Bugs, Beasties and Buzzers – life in 
my garden. 

4 March ’22 - TBC 

1 April ’22  - Martin Fish (presenter at BBC York and Senior RHS judge) 

Photo overleaf 
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Members of the gardening group at Beningbrough 

Genealogy Group Report by Alan Swindale 

 Researching my lead-mining ancestors. 

My father assumed the Swindales originated in Swindale in the Lake  
District. Wrong. His cousin Joan’s research (at Record Offices and at St 
Catherine’s House in London looking at Parish Registers, Birth, Marriage 
and Death Register indexes and the census) identified many of the   
family who were lead miners in the West Allen Valley. This was before 
the days of personal computers or even the International Genealogical 
Index (IGI). 

The advent of the IGI enabled me to quickly check the family tree that 
Joan passed on to me and to fill in some holes but it was the microfilms 
of the original parish registers, held mainly at the Northumberland     
Record Office (NRO), that stated where each family was living at the 
time of each baptism, marriage or death, and the father’s occupation. 
Modern and old maps enabled me to locate these houses and visit them  
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to appreciate the local settings. 

John Hodgson’s county history has little to say about lead miners but 
there are over a dozen books about lead mining and miners in the 
northern Pennines. Overall, these portray the life of the leader miner, 
who often also ran a smallholding. 

It was then back to the NRO to see what other records they held. Not 
much in the way of wills but there was a ‘tuition bond’, a mortgage and 
the Coalcleugh Bargain books recording the bargains struck between 
each team of miners and the mine agent. 

The topic at the October meeting will be Plagues, Illnesses and Family 
History.  The meeting will be as usual on the first Thursday of the 
month, that is 7 October at 2:00 pm, and we will be back in the Dales 
Room, Enterprise House, Harmire Road, Barnard Castle. 

Alan Swindale   ajs@fivenine.co.uk  Tel: 01388 488348 

 

 Geography Group’s August Report by Jane Harrison  

On Thursday 19 August, sixteen members of the Geography Group 
enjoyed an excellent guided walk along the River Wear, in Durham. It 
was led by Gerald Blake who, having taught at the University for many 
years, had encyclopaedic knowledge of the city and its inhabitants of 
old. The present city dates from AD 995 with the arrival of monks from 
Lindisfarne and the subsequent building of the cathedral. The original 
site was on a narrow, high peninsula created by a deeply incised     
meander.  

We started our tour at the Old Elvet bridge, which dates back to the 
12th century and played an important role in the expansion of the city to 
the east of the river. The bridge has been altered and repaired many 
times over the centuries. Some of the present-day buildings are still 
built into its structure. 

The role of the river and the land-use along its banks have changed 
over the centuries. In medieval times, it was a convenient place to    
dispose of rubbish and effluent. Over the years, corn and textile mills 
grew up along its banks but plans to make the river navigable to the 
sea never came to fruition. By Victorian times, the river banks had    
become popular for recreation. There were ambitious plans for an    
extensive network of gardens and paths. Some of the latter can still be 
seen today, although the current policy of rewilding has meant they are 
somewhat overgrown. The area is now a haven for fauna and flora.  

In recent times the University has had a major impact on land use. 

Continued overleaf 

mailto:ajs@fivenine.co.uk
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Continued from previous page 

Buildings have been built along the river and the new Kingsgate       
footbridge constructed. Much of the housing in the centre of the city has 
been converted to student accommodation. 

Today the river’s recreational role continues with pleasure boats for hire, 
many of them built at Brown’s boathouse.  Rowing is a popular sport 
and there are 22 rowing clubs along a short stretch of the river. We    

discovered that Gerald 
had been a Durham     
University and Colling-
wood College rowing 
coach.  He arranged a visit 
to Hatfield College boat 
house where the Master of 
the College, Professor 
Ann MacLarnon,          
welcomed us. 

Our walk continued 
passed an 18th century ice 

house and the legendary Count’s House, then on to Prebends Bridge, 
which offers the classic postcard views of the Cathedral. We completed 
our tour by walking through The College, which Oliver Cromwell had 
planned as a university in 1657, and along the North Bailey, into Palace 
Green. It was an excellent day! 

More of Pete Redgrave’s photographs will be posted on the group    
section of the u3a website. 

Next meeting: On Thursday 21 October, Phil Johnson will give a  
presentation on Maps of the Imagination, at 2pm in Enterprise House. 

Needlecraft Group Report by Glen Howard 

We had a lovely friendly meeting this month.  Lots of chat whilst we   
continued with our projects which included quilting, knitting and dress-
making.  We try to work on something fairly simple because it is very 
easy to get distracted and go wrong if working on something             
complicated!  One member had brought a lot of ties with her and several 
of us took some home to make them up into skirts (minis mainly, for 
younger relations) or to experiment with other ideas.  It will be interesting 
to see the end results in due course. 

Our next meeting will be on Monday 4 October and new members are 
very welcome.  Please get in touch if you would like to join us. 

Glen Howard 01833 631639 
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Philosophy Group Report 

Spinoza’s family were Jewish and fled from Spain to Amsterdam. He was 
born in 1632 and was brought up in the Jewish faith but was                
excommunicated and cursed by the rabbis in his synagogue in 1656 
when he was only 24 years old because he challenged their orthodox 
teachings 

He claimed that God is not a person who stands outside of nature, that 
there is no one to hear our prayers or create miracles or punish us for our 
misdeeds, that there is no afterlife, that man is not God's chosen creature 
and there is no God to involve himself with the concerns of mankind.  
Furthermore, the Bible, which was written by ordinary people, was faulty 
and fragmented 

Spinoza claimed the essential aspect of human nature is the force within 
us, and in every living thing, the function of which is to move us towards 
the preservation of our existence (Conatus). He was a determinist. This 
means everything is caused by a previous cause. 

His ideas are a classic example of pantheism: the belief that God/Nature/
Existence and the universe are one and the same thing and as such has 
no personality, and with no personality, makes no choices.  

He says that God/Nature/Existence must follow its own laws, so there are 
no miracles and no one can change the laws of God/Nature/Existence. 

Although Spinoza says there is no purpose within this deterministic     
universe, he later expands his ideas in a way to create, or at least point 
to, a compatibilist view of the universe where determinism and a special 
type of freedom can co-exist (which seemed to some of us contradictory). 

Spinoza claimed to be a rationalist but he believed that sensations and 
concepts of universals are subjective and prone to error. He said that 
truth is more likely to be found by rational thought that investigates the 
fundamental causes within the world by beginning with a contemplation 
on existence and then extrapolating the outcomes to wider knowledge 

His chief work, Ethics, was published posthumously and is set forth in the 
style of Euclidean geometry with definitions, axioms and theorems. He 
felt it was only through the expansion of knowledge and the use of      
natural reason that we can understand our true state. In the end,        
Spinoza’s ethics end up being a kind of combined stoical and virtue    
ethical stance that combines rational acceptance and encouragement of 
virtues together with a glorification of life and existence. 

It has to be said that we found his ideas challenging. 

Wallace Anderson, Jennie Lee and Simon Owens 
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Scrabble Group Report by Lillian Smith 

It has been a long time since we last played Scrabble and I am so glad 
we are now able to resume our meetings. 

Our first meeting will be on the 11 October 2021 at Judith Fanner’s home 
at 2 pm. 

We are looking forward to starting again and hope our regular players will 
all join us again. 

Lillian Smith. Tel: 01833 650628. Mobile:07786 951858 

Spanish Conversation August Report by Lusia McAnna 

Four of us were warmly hosted by Stella to discuss how to live a simpler 
life and we agreed that the pandemic had been a lesson in simplification 
for us all.  

One member felt it gave us a chance to explore anew who we are and 
want to be now, plus to prioritise who or what is most important, based 
on Albert Schweitzer’s ideas.  

Another felt it was important to simplify life by recycling books and     
possessions. The 20/80 rule applies so often: we wear 20% of our 
clothes 80% of the time, so should give away the surplus. Downsizing 
their home a few years ago had been liberating, but they just couldn’t 
give up their car.  

A smaller home means less maintenance and lower bills so more money 
for exploring. Sadly, any energy savings we make are a grain of sand in 
the global picture. Scientists must come up with energy saving devices 
to help reduce world-dependence on damaging forms of energy.  

Retirement is the key to a simpler life according to another, with no     
report writing, no endless meetings and no getting up at 7am to work 
long hours. 

Children leaving home also makes life simpler as with less chores, you 
can take time to just sit in the sun, admire the flowers and watch the 
birds in your garden.  

Technology has made communication much simpler - you can send an 
email anywhere in the world in seconds (if your internet is working!) and 
easily correct any mistakes without Tippex and crossings out.  

A friend of another member had sold their house: children and friends 
had taken mementos and charity shops the rest, and bought a caravan 
to wander around following the sun. A step too far for most of us,       
perhaps.  
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Zoom has replaced long journeys to meetings, and many will thankfully 
continue, saving time and costs for people and organisations.  

“Every cloud has a silver lining” is allegedly from John Milton’s poem 
1634 Comus. “Was I deceived? Or did a sable cloud / Turn forth her 
silver lining on the night?” 

So it seems that some good has come from this fracture in our normal 
lives, with time to reflect and reorganise our lives along simpler, less 
stressful lines. 

Our next meeting is Tuesday 14 September at 14.00 at Penny’s and 
the topic is Should we eat less meat? 

Stay safe, Cuídense, Lusia McAnna 

  

Table Tennis Group Report by Celia Chapple 

Following on from last month’s Olympic theme, let’s have a look at the 
Paralympics GB team.  

Part of a nine strong male team, Hunter-Spivey, Stacey and Bayley 
(defending his title) made it through to the quarter-finals. Bayley 
gained a silver medal. 

Will Bayley MBE had a serious knee injury in 2019, but reached Tokyo 
only due to the postponement of the Games and without having taken 
to a major championship table in two years. He took an early lead in 
the men’s singles class 7 gold medal match but China’s Yan Shuo 
came steaming back to claim the spoils 3-1. 

Continued overleaf 
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Continued from previous page 

“I wasn’t ever guaranteed to make it back to this level, so I’m proud to 
make the final,” Bayley said. “It’s been a tough few years but I believe 
I’m the best player in the world, so I’m a bit disappointed not to win it. I 
missed some crucial shots; he played well and deserved to win.” 

Will Bayley and Paul Karabardak also won the class 6-7 team silver 
medal. The British duo lost out 2-0 to China’s Yan Shuo and Liao Keli in 
the gold-medal match. 

It’s been harder to find any information on the women’s Paralympics GB 
table tennis team. 

Sue (Bailey) Gilroy and Fliss Pickard have won matches to get through 
the first few rounds, but that’s all I can find out about their progress. 
There are no articles written on them on the Paralympic GB website, 
and no links to their games. I have written to the Paralympic GB media 
office to point this out and request that they address the balance on their 
website as I would like to learn about these players. 

Here’s some details about how they play, which may interest our group 
or others players as the rules are a little different from ours. 

Competitions take the form of preliminary rounds followed by knockout 
stages. The team events are played over the best of three matches - 
starting with a doubles and then one or two singles matches to decide 
the tie. 

A match is played over the best of five sets, with each set won by the 
first player to reach 11 points. A two-point winning margin is required to 
win each set. The server changes every two points. 

Please contact Celia 07783 419067 if you would like to join the group. 
All are welcome even if you have never played before. 

Wine Group Report by Tim Meacham 

Fourteen months ago, our proposed wine tour to France was cancelled, 
but on Friday September 3 2021 it at last happened – but to        
Gloucestershire and South Wales rather than France! So seven intrepid 
members set off bright and early for the south. 1.30pm at the Olive Tree 
restaurant in Nailsworth was to be our rendezvous time and place, but 
five-way traffic lights in Nailsworth town centre resulted in a late arrival 
for two individuals who shall remain nameless. At 5.45pm, however, all 
were present when the taxi (two in fact) arrived at our hotel to convey us 
to the Woodchester Valley Vineyard for our Sparkling Wine Tour. Here 
we were met by Ben and offered a welcome drink, a glass of the       
vineyard’s Cotswold Classic, which turned out to be the favoured drink of 
the visit. A blend of 75% Seyval Blanc and 25% Pinot Blanc, this struck  
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the right note on a sunny Cotswold evening. Initiated by Fiona Shiner 
in 2007, Woodchester has expanded on three sites to cover 55 acres 
and, alone of the three visited, incorporates its own winery. Ben     
conveyed us at breakneck speed round the vineyard and winery     
before offering tastings of four more wines. It was interesting that    
although Bacchus is regarded as the growth grape for English white 
wine, and Woodchester certainly supports that view with its house 
wines, this is not the case in Wales. Also, Woodchester does not    
produce any red wines at all (Ben: “the result is not worth the effort’) 
while both our Welsh vineyards specialise in reds!  

A hectic hour’s journey from Gloucestershire to Ross-on-Wye the next 
morning saw us arrive on time at the Wythall Estate close to the River 
Wye. This staggeringly beautiful building dating back in part to 1530 
took us aback, all the more so when the lady of the house introduced 
herself as directly descended from the original family of 1530! Her 
husband, Frank, gave us a wonderful insight into the problems (and 
rewards!) of setting up a vineyard from scratch. Unlike Woodchester, 
Wythall opted for the Siegerrebe grape for their staple white wines. 
This surprised us somewhat but Frank spoke passionately about the 
grape, and certainly our tasting suggested white wine of very good 
quality. After Ben’s comments on red wine, it came as a further       
surprise that a high percentage of Wythall’s wines are red: their      
Estate Red, a blend of Fruhburgunder and Rondo grapes, recently 
won a silver medal, and to our amateur palates came across as light 
and very drinkable. Sorry, Ben, but you must be wrong! Our tasting of 
five estate wines took place in the original 1530 manor house, an    
experience to savour. We really enjoyed all the wines. 

And so on into deepest mid-Wales to visit the White Castle Vineyard 
just outside Abergavenny. This was another husband/wife venture 
with Robb, a most charismatic character, showing us round another 
amazing site. Their Croft Barn rivalled Wythall with its 16th century  
heritage and here again the couple had built up a successful vineyard 
in a very short time. Frank and Robb were very different personalities, 
but shared an idealism tempered by the harsh realities of growing 
vines in Wales (including problems with badgers, wild boar and deer, 
not to mention the vagaries of South Wales weather). As at Wythall, 
the Siegerrebe grape predominated for the whites, but red wine has 
been winning the awards; Robb has just planted the first Cabernet 
Franc grapes in the country and still has to wait about three years   
before tasting the results. In the meantime, the current red based 
around the Regent grape has been winning good reviews. Again we 
sampled four wines, all acceptable and one (the house white) very 
good. In fairness, however, the consensus view was that Wythall    
produced wines more to our liking.   [Continued overleaf] 
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Continued from previous page 

A few points in closing: the UK wine industry is alive and growing. Wales 
and the south-west of England are a major part of that, not just the better
-known south-east. This success is due in part to climate change, also in 
fairness, to government support, but above all, to the vision and bloody-
mindedness of a number of individuals, several of whom we were      
privileged to meet. Long may it continue! 

Shorter Walks Group Report by Sue Overton 

A very enthusiastic group of nine met today, 1 September, to discuss 
the future of the group. It was good to welcome two new members,    
Alison and Ian, and to meet face-to-face after such a difficult 18 months 
of restrictions. 

A planned resurrection of the calendar for 2020 walks was attempted 
but some changes had to be made. So, the next walk will be: 

Monday 27 September. Meet at 1.30pm in the Leisure Centre car park. 

Hub walk to be led by Phil and Sue Johnson. 

Dates for your diary : 

25 October – King’s Walk, Middleton –in-Teesdale (Jean B and Jean K) 

22 November – Staindrop circular (Ian R) 

6 December provisional date for Christmas lunch, venue to be          
confirmed. No walk in December 

For further information contact Sue Overton 07512 368884 

7-9 mile Walking Group Report by Ruth Stables:18 August 2021 

13 intrepid walkers set off from Reeth on a bright sunny morning, despite 
a forecast that promised little sun. This was to be the last walk that John 
Golding and Janet York would be on prior to their move south so we 
thanked John for his previous leadership of the group and wished them 
well. 

We walked up the East side of Arkengarthdale on a good bridleway – 
pleased to be out of the strong wind with which we suspected we would 
have had to contend with on the top of Fremington Edge. We passed a 
landslip just past Castle Farm – and then saw the improvements slowly 
taking place in the conservation area around Heggs Farm, before     
dropping down to the Arkle Beck and going under a tunnel (remnants of 
mining days) near Storthwaite Hall. We enjoyed views up the dale to 
Langthwaite and stopped for lunch at Arkle Town. 

After lunch, we climbed up beside Fore Gill to Foregill Head through a 
secluded valley, emerging just above the watersplash on the road from  
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Langthwaite to Low Row. This was a delightful path - if steep in places 
- but the heather cover increased the higher we got.  

Then began the wonderful hour-long walk down through purple 
heather-covered moorland back to Reeth – you could smell the 
heather – it was just at its best. 

This was a splendid walk – just about 9 miles – and  a cup of tea was 
very welcome for those who had the time. 

The September walk was on Wednesday 15 September – an 8 mile 
walk from the fountain in Middleton in Teesdale to Coldberry Gutter.  

The October walk will be on  Wednesday 20 October. Please contact 
nickygrace729@gmail.com for further information. 

  

View to Langthwaite with distant heather. Thanks to 
Alan Kenwright  

Fell Walking  August Report by Phil Clarke 

The latest fell walk took place on Wednesday 25 August starting and  
finishing at Muker in upper Swaledale. We were surprised how many 
walkers and cars were around at 10:00am (and the numbers grew as the 
day progressed) but managed to find car parking spaces by the river. 

The route started in lovely Muker and passed through the hay and flower 
meadows (wrong time of year!!) past Rampsholme Bridge towards Ivelet  

Continued overleaf 

mailto:nickygrace729@gmail.com
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Continued from previous page 

bridge. A nice and easy couple of flat miles following the Swale       
downstream. Then a very steep climb up to pick up the Swale Trail and 
being higher up, looking down on the Swale towards the bottom of   
Swimmer Gill.  A beautiful spot for lunch but no, onwards for an even  
better lunch stop at Kisdon Force. At the bottom of the waterfall, we  
spotted some swimmers. The big quiz question – Who in the walking 
group joined these swimmers for lunchtime exercise? It looked freezing!! 

After the excitement of lunch, the walk continued through busy Keld and 
back round the other side of Kisdon, another long but steady climb. The 
views were stunning and I bored everyone going on about Buttertubs in 
the distance. We picked up the Pennine Way towards Thwaite. This part 
of the walk was eventful - looking out for lost children (they were found), 
and  a herd of cows blocking the path and disturbing campers.  We made 
it back to Muker and the very crowded pub with my reputation intact, hills 
and 11+ miles, not the published 10 miles.  
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Swimmers at Kisdon 
Force 
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Martin Page, a member of the Painting Group, has kindly shared 
some of his paintings. He writes: “I think they represent a new    
watercolour  painter’s early attempts.  

The cloudscapes were Anne Lee’s August project, using different     
techniques to achieve different effects. The  still life pictures were set to 
examine where the light source was coming from, and focussing on light 
and shade, and the 'looking through a window' from inside to out, was   
to examine perspective, and is of Warwick Castle.  
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Continued overleaf 
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Community Events 

Saturday 2 October 10am-3pm The Witham 

There will be a grand Book Sale in the Witham room at the Witham.  Do 
come along for a browse and buy. There will be plenty of titles to 
choose from – ranging from thrillers to romance, contemporary fiction to 
classics and detective stories, plus a miscellany of non-fiction from  
travel and history to biography and poetry. All proceeds towards future 
performances at the Witham. 

Sunday 3 October 3-5pm St Mary’s Parish Church 

An informal afternoon tea and cake concert given by Teesdale’s very 
own Community Orchestra. Programme to include light classics,     
popular songs, show tunes and much more. Suitable for all ages so 
bring along your friends, family and neighbours. Yes, it’s a good old  
fashioned live concert! It’s free to enjoy - donations welcome. 

The Orchestra is open to all standards and is supported by St Mary’s 
Parish Church where it also rehearses. For more information, contact 
Annette 07411 825230 

Continued from previous page 
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Stinkhorn Toadstools by Rose Pude 

If you go down to the woods today you might get a big surprise and see 
a stinkhorn (Phallus impudicus). The scientific name translates as 
‘shameless erect penis’ and it is obvious why this name was chosen. 

I spotted a magnificent specimen, eight inches long, growing beside 
the Teesdale Way path upstream from Barnard Castle in the middle of 
August.   

This distinctive toadstool is found in coniferous and broadleaf       
woodlands.  When the egg-like structures mature in the summer and 
autumn, the horn bursts through. The tip oozes a dark gel that contains 
spores.  It smells like rotting flesh and quickly attracts flies and other 
insects. These insects distribute the spores either by eating the gel and 
depositing the spores in their faeces or by having the spores stick to 
their legs and then fall off later when the insect has flown away. 

It is claimed that some Victorians were so embarrassed by stinkhorns 
that they would attack them with cudgels lest any impressionable 
young ladies might see them. I am sure Teesdale u3a members are 
made of sterner stuff and will neither be embarrassed nor snigger at its 
shape.  

This is the stinkhorn I saw on a bank by the Teesdale Way 16 August 
2021.  The gel has all disappeared and I could not detect any scent. 

The website below has a video of a stinkhorns emerging from under 
the ground, then attracting flies that remove all the spore-containing 
gel. 

Phallus impudicus, Documentary, Time lapse - YouTube 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aWNeYzjyduA
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Annie shares this poem by Don Paterson 

Thank you to Lusia and the Spanish Conversation group for this         
reminder. 
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This is one of Hilary Dunnighan’s favourite recipes. She says: “We 
grow our own courgettes, so it is a good way of using up a glut!!” 

Courgette Risotto Torte 

Preparation time:15 minutes. Cooking time:35 minutes. Total time:50 
minutes. Serves: 4 

Ingredients 

20g Waitrose Duchy Organic Butter, plus extra for greasing 

3 tbsp fresh breadcrumbs 

250g Riso Gallo Organic Arborio Risotto Rice 

1 Waitrose Duchy Organic Onion, finely chopped 

2 cloves Waitrose Duchy Organic Garlic, finely chopped 

400g Waitrose Duchy Organic Courgettes, grated 

3 Waitrose Duchy Organic Large Free Range Eggs, beaten 

50g pecorino cheese, grated 

125g mozzarella, grated 

25g pack basil, chopped, plus a few leaves to garnish 

Method 

1. Preheat the oven to 200°C, gas mark 6. 
Grease a 23cm loose-bottomed cake tin 
and sprinkle the breadcrumbs over the 
base. 

2. Place the rice in a saucepan and cover 
with water. Bring to the boil and simmer for 
10 minutes then drain. 

3. In a large frying pan, melt the butter over 
a medium heat then cook the onion for a 
few minutes until starting to soften. Add the 
garlic and cook for a further minute. Add 
the courgettes and cook for 10 minutes until tender then transfer to a 
large bowl. 

4. Stir in the rice, eggs, pecorino, mozzarella and chopped basil. Spoon 
into the prepared tin pressing the mixture down firmly and smoothing off 
the surface. 

5. Place in the oven and bake for 25 minutes until set, golden and a  
little crispy on top. Allow to cool in the tin for 5 minutes then serve     
garnished with basil leaves alongside a tomato and red onion salad. 

Cook’s tip: Leftovers are perfect for picnics and lunchboxes. 
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September October Quiz 

1. Which pigment do trees stop producing, thus causing leaves to lose 
their green colour, in autumn?   

2. Which autumnal farming practice has been banned in England and 
Wales since 1993?   

3. What is a cribbar, which appears in Cornwall once or twice a year — 
often in autumn — for a couple of hours at a time?   

4. What did a storm of October 1859 (which sank the ship the Royal 
Charter) prompt Vice-Admiral Robert Fitzroy to create?   

5. Hedgehogs begin hibernating in autumn. What is a baby hedgehog 
called?    

6. 'Dry your . . . in October, or you'll always be sober?'   

7. Which bright red berry gets its name from an old German word 
meaning 'to redden'?  

8. Which English Romantic poet composed To Autumn after a walk 
near Winchester one autumnal evening?  

9. Which king did Mr Fawkes try to blow up?   

10. Which celebration is influenced by the Celtic autumn festival,   
Samhain?  

11. SAD is sometimes known as Autumnal depression, what do the  
initials in SAD stand for?   

12. In autumn squirrels are starting to bury acorns. What is the bird that 
does the same?   

13. What is the full moon closest to the Autumn equinox traditionally 
known as?  

14. What causes the change from Summer to Autumn?  

15. What is a huge, swirling cloud formed of starlings flying together 
known as?  

16. Name the Goddess of Harvest.  

17. In autumn do clocks go forward or back? 

 
 
Thank you to Karen Tranter for her continued support of The Forum 
in the form of brain teasers. 
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What and where is 
this building in 
Cotherstone? 

This one’s closer to 
Barnard Castle. What 
and where is it? 

August September Quiz Answers 

Where in Barnard Castle? 

Where in Barnard Castle is a stone lion?  The picture is of one of a pair 
of lion statues outside the former restaurant on the corner of John 
Street and Galgate.  

Two mystery objects situated on the periphery of their village and 
town respectively. 
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August September spelling corrections 

to Summer Holidays  

 

Misspelt words    Correct spelling 

 

Mispelt            misspelt                  

Calender    calendar  

Definatley    definitely  

Accomodation   accommodation  

Arguement     argument  

Quarentine     quarantine   

Seperate     separate  

Acceptible    acceptable    

Lightening    lightning 

Suprisingly    surprisingly  

Outragous    outrageous   

Exceded     exceeded  

Neccessary     necessary   

Binnoculars     binoculars  

Libary      library   

Forcast     forecast  

Did you know that……... 

Jigsaw puzzles were invented around 1760, 
when John Spilsbury, a British engraver and 
cartographer, mounted a map on a sheet of 
wood, which he then sawed around the outline 
of each individual country on the map. He then 
used the resulting pieces as an aid for the 
teaching of geography. 

Jigsaws as a teaching aid remained the primary 
use of jigsaw puzzles until about 1820. The  

largest puzzle (40,320 pieces) is made by  German game company, 
Ravensburger. The smallest puzzle ever made was created at      
LaserZentrum, Hannover. It is only five square millimetres, the size of 
a sand grain.  
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Group Meeting Time Contact Details 

Art Appreciation 1st Wed pm Roger Stanyon 01833 631758 

Birdwatching 3rd Monday am John Howard 01833 631639 

Book Group 2 2nd Mon pm Elizabeth Long 01833 641494 

Book Group 3 

Room to Read 
3rd Wed pm Annie Clouston 01833 637091 

Chess   Diana Marks 01833 631616 

07762 626912 

Discussion 2nd Fri am Glen Howard 01833 631639 

Film Appreciation  4th Tues pm Judy Golds 01833 630809 

French Conversation 4
th Thurs pm Stella Kirton 01388 488919 

Gardening 1st Fri pm Pauline Fawcett 01833 638020 

Genealogy 1st Thurs pm Alan Swindale 01388 488348 

Geography 3rd Thurs 2pm Gerald Blake 01833 650899 

Geology 4th Mon am Bob Tuddenham 07812 378004 

Historic Environment 2nd Thurs 10am Tim Meacham 07847 182554 

iPad 2nd Fri pm Mike Sweeting 01833 630005 

Italian Conversation Every Wed am Marie Jenkins 07754 205664 

Lunch Group 3rd Wed noon Jane Mathieson 01388 710741 

Music Appreciation 3rd Fri am Groups Co-ordinator 01833 
638989 

Needlecraft 1st Mon pm Glen Howard 01833 631639 

Painting 2nd Fri 10am Val Hobbs 07900 497503 

Philosophy  4th Tues 10am
  

Ruth Sansom 01325 401850 
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Group Meeting Time Contact details 

Photography 1st Tues Jane Mathieson 01388 710741 

Poetry   Annie Clouston 01833 637091 

Science and  

Technology 

2nd Mon am Roy Tranter 01833 638288 

Scrabble 2nd Mon pm Lilian Smith 01833 650628 

Spanish Conversa-
tion 

3rd Thurs 10am Lusia McAnna 01833 638989 

Table Tennis Every Friday 
3pm 

Celia Chapple 07783 419067 

Theatre  Varies Elizabeth Formstone 01325 
374727 

Travel/Day Trips  Jane Mathieson 01388 710741 

Understanding  
Classical Music 

4th Friday 10am Bill Heyes 01833 640885 

Walking Groups     

Shorter walks 3-4 
miles 

4th Monday 

Phone 

Sue Overton 07512 368884 

Walking 4-6 miles 2nd Tues 10am 
Phone 

Gillian Barnes-Morris 01833  
650108 

Walking 7-9 miles 3rd Wed 10am Nicky Grace 
nickygrace729@gmail.com  

Fell Walking 4th Wed Annie Clouston 01833 637091 

Wildflower Group 3rd Mon pm 

Varies - phone 

Kate Keen 07880 741151 

Wine Group 3rd Tues pm Tim Meacham 07847 182554 

mailto:nickygrace729@gmail.com
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Coming up at your  
Community Arts Centre 

Open Wed to Sat 10.00am to 4.00pm | Sun 11.00am to 3.00pm 
Visit www.thewitham.org.uk for more information. 

Box office: 01833 631107 | The Witham, 3 Horsemarket, 
Barnard Castle, DL12 8LY 

  

Thurs 23 Sept 
7.30pm 

Film Night: Hairspray (PG) 
Warner Bros musical romantic comedy. 

Fri 24 Sept  
7.30pm 

Hometown Glory—A Tribute to Adele 
The UK No. 1 Adele tribute act with a live four-piece 
band. This is a seated gig. 

Wed 29 Sept to  
8 Dec 
1.00pm to 3.00pm 

Watercolour Painting & Drawing: Intermediate  
Learn techniques to make expressive landscapes   
during a 10 week course with Ginny Whittle. 

Wed 29 Sept 
7.30pm 

Jon Courtenay: Live Winner of Britain ’s got Talent 
2020.  The funniest show with a piano. 

Sun 3 Oct 
2.00pm 

Jazz in the Afternoon 
North Yorkshire based quintet performing light Jazz 
and Blues. Relaxed, cabaret style event. 

Sat 9 Oct 
4.30pm 

The Ballad of Mulan (10+) 
Captivating theatre about the real Chinese  
heroine that inspired Disney’s animated film.  

Fri 15 Oct 
7.30pm 

Quentin Crisp: Naked Hope 
Mark Farrelly’s hugely acclaimed solo play.  

Sun 17 Oct 
2.30pm 

Sunday Classics: Ingrid Sawers duo 
International cellist, Alexandra Mackenzie and pianist, 
Ingrid Sawers. 

Thurs 21 Oct 
7.30pm 

Film Night: The Father (12) 
2020 Oscar-winning film starring Anthony  
Hopkins, Olivia Coleman and Mark Gatiss. 

Sun 24 Oct 
2.00pm 

Reg Vardy Band 
Consistently listed in the top 20 World Brass Band 
Ranking, and renowned for high quality concerts. 

http://www.thewitham.org.uk

